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HOW ENVY KILLED THE CRAFTS

Clark

The historian, art dealer and critic Garth Clark
has spent his career championing the cause of ce-
ramics as an art form. Born and raised in South
Africa, Clark opened his New York gallery to-
gether with partner Mark Del Vecchio in 1981.
There had been other significant dealers of ceram-
ics (Helen Drutt of Philadelphia, for example)
but the Garth Clark Gallery introduced a new
sophistication and ambition to the presentation
of the medium, much as the Peter Joseph Gal-
lery would do for furniture a decade later. Clark
has also produced a large and important body of
scholarly writing, charting the history of modern
ceramics and helping to construct a canon of key
artists. Working through the nonprofit Ceramic
Art Foundation, he has organized conferences
on the history of the medium. He has consulted
widely with museums and collectors and wrote
short, sharp critical assessments of individual art-
ists. Not all of Clark's enterprises have met with
success—a foray into jewelry, for example, was
short-lived—and he has certainly had his detrac-
tors over the years. But it is impossible to imagine
contemporary ceramics without him. This back-
ground adds considerable interest to the following
text, which Clark first composed as a lecture to be
delivered at the Museum of Contemporary Craft
in Portland, Oregon, directly following his retire-
ment from gallery work. It is writing borne of
long experience and deep frustration. Clark iden-
tifies a fundamental contradiction in terms at the

heart of the craft movement. The longstanding
ambition of craftspeople to be accepted as artists
was worse than Quixotic, he argues: it led to self-
loathing and ethical rudderlessness. Clark doesn't
deny that the craft movement has had its heroes,
or that it has produced objects and ideas of tre-
mendous power. (Notably and somewhat contro-
versially, he also is at pains to preserve a discrete
category of genuine artists who just happen to
work in ceramics, and are not to be confused
with crafters.) But he argues that the days of those
achievements are over. Even if the institutions that
the craft movement produced—museums, maga-
zines, medium-based organizations—manage to
find new roles, the movement itself is over. Only
time will tell whether this obituary will prove to
be premature; the recent explosion of DIY activ-
ity, for example, is clearly a crafts movement of
sorts, and might be considered a variation on stu-
dio craft rather than a complete departure. But
it is certainly worth paying attention when some-
one in Clark's position is willing to say 'goodbye
to all that'.

Garth Clark, 'How Envy Killed the Crafts', 2008.

For most of the modern craft movement's
one hundred and fifty year life it has wrestled
with a debilitating condition, an unhappy,
contentious relationship with the fine arts. In
1939 Fortune magazine ran a survey of ceram-
ics in America and titled it "The art with an
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inferiority complex". That was true then as
now, not just of ceramics but of craft across
the board as it dealt with the status of being
"less than" art. Craft has moved constantly
between resentment and envy with the rela-
tionship growing increasingly acrimonious as
art moved away from craft-based values in the
mid-century and closer to post-1950 concep-
tualism and the dematerialization of the art
object.

The roots of craft's art envy are long and
complex and begin at birth when it was
named the Arts and Crafts Movement, a title
determined essentially by class. Craftsmen in
early Victorian England were mostly rural and
lower working class. The members of the new
Movement were middle and upper class. So
they needed something that said "better than
just craft" hence the role of the term "arts".
Right there and then the strange and unhappy
dance-macabre between art and craft begins.
Over the decades it grew from an annoying
neurosis to a full-blown pathological obsession
that ultimately, in the late twentieth century,
killed the movement.

[. • - ]
By 1970 craft's marketplace began to ex-

plode. Over the next decade a strong three-
tier structure emerged: at the lower populist
end was the craft fair, the most populist level;
in the middle there was a hybrid—the craft
shop and gallery—a bridge to the top end; and
at the top of the pyramid, true galleries that
were modeled on the fine arts. Prices quickly
soared after 1980 from hundred of dollars to
tens of thousands and eventually even hun-
dreds of thousands. The collector base, once
tiny, grew in leaps and bounds and the new
collectors were affluent.

The field was represented by a powerful,
effective New York—based organization, the
American Crafts Council. It published a

respected magazine, Craft Horizons, ran the
Museum of Contemporary Craft in New
York and a thriving craft shop, America
House, organized national and regional con-
ferences, touring exhibitions, arranged fairs
and generally promoted the field.

This appeared to be the perfect success story.
But below the surface a damaging disorder
was festering. While craft was doing well, fine
art was doing better. It was much more glam-
orous, had better museums and institutions
and, of course, a better rewards program. Ego-
driven envy was fueled by resentment that
craft, while successful, was not as respected or
as valued as the fine arts.

This resentment was justifiable with a sub-
genre, those who were not crafters, but be-
cause of their material choices were confined
to the crafts by a material apartheid instituted
by the Modernist regime: Robert Arneson,
Ron Nagle and others. Certain activities, such
as specializing in ceramics, were considered de
facto "craft" no matter whether the maker was
producing art or not. For these few artists the
insistence that that they be taken seriously as
fine artists was just.

For the rest of the crafters who climbed
aboard this bandwagon, it was wishful think-
ing, a Quixotic journey that ended badly. They
too attempted to cross over, as had Ken Price
and others, loading their craft with footnotes
from Janson's History of Art and festooning it
with quotes from Michel Foucault. Craft was
now more self-consciously influenced by art
than ever before, underlining this connection
at every turn.

But it did not become fine art. And this
was difficult for some to understand. If the
dialogue they had engaged was similar, why
were craft and art not equals? The key term
is "influenced" by art. For example a sculptor
can spend his entire career being influenced
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by architecture but he never becomes an
architect. The same is true of craft and its
input from the fine arts.

But the unending desire to escape craft had,
by the beginning of the 21st century, left the
movement in tatters. Craft lost its flagship mu-
seum, the ACC had been moribund for over a
decade, the market had fallen apart, education
was shrinking and failing to produce young
crafters, graduating multi-media sculptors.
Craft today is completely overshadowed by
design and is a less influential element of the
visual arts than ever before.

While the "movement" died, craft itself lives
on today and obviously the estimated 500,000
professional crafters in America have also sur-
vived. What is gone is certain idealism, a mis-
sion begun over a century ago to produce high
craft that was the peer of high art.

To blame this on a single problem, art envy,
may seem an exaggeration. But the evidence is
compelling. More than any other single factor
it poisoned the movement and brought it to
its knees.

I had a unique vantage point from which to
view this battle. My partner Mark Del Vecchio
and I ran a gallery in Los Angeles and New York
for twenty-seven years. We dealt in ceramics.
Some of what we exhibited was unquestion-
ably craft and we identified it unashamedly as
such as such. But we also handled ceramics by
Fontana, Caro, Noguchi and others that was
fine art. This meant that we worked both sides
of the art-craft divide. We showed art at the
SOFA craft fairs as well as the blue chip art
fair, The Art Show, organized by the exclusive
American Art Dealers Association of America,
of which we were members. Hence we were
privy to the backroom arguments and gossip
of both.

From 1980 onwards, the argument that craft
was really art became fevered and relentless. It

was blind to any logic, to a rational view of
art history and to the opinions of the fine arts
itself. Resistance to this notion was blamed on
fine art's elitism but rarely did one hear the
argument and simple truth that it was so be-
cause was craft was finally, and beneficially,
different.

Two relatively small groups within the crafts,
some leading artists and their collectors, drove
the argument. Even though they were a minor-
ity within the community, they were a large
percentage of its leadership; vocal, influential
and driven. It would be nice to say that they
were being selfless, motivated by a desire to
upgrade the entire movement. But that is not
true.

Hubris in both cases was the motivation. The
makers wanted higher prices and more prestige
and the collectors wanted their increasingly
costly collections to be taken seriously by the
fine arts. Far from wanting to improve the
crafts, the real goal was to escape the field and
let those left behind in low-rent craftsland sur-
vive as best they could. What it finally did was
to push craft into to a bloody civil war against
itself.

The ACC's Museum of Contemporary
Craft in New York was the major battlefield
and what happened there is the most instruc-
tive case study. But at the same time, on a
smaller level, a hundred similar battles were
taking place across America.

It began in earnest in the late 1970's when
the Council was forced to look for patrons.
Until then the New England bluestocking
Mrs. Aileen Osborn Vanderbilt Webb had
generously funded the organization, writing a
check at the end of each year to cover the in-
evitable shortfall. When she ran out of funds
the Council turned to collectors, the only pool
of affluence in the craft world. These were the
new collectors (the earlier variant was from
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a more modest economic class): captains of
industry, retail mavens, properly developers,
financial wizards and hugely wealthy. But alas
they were also often cheap, in part because
some saw craft much as an undervalued prop-
erty that could be gentrified, upgraded into art
with a resultant increase in value and prestige.

This would give the collectors heightened
stature as cultural czars, something they na-
kedly craved, without paying the same high en-
trance fees as in the fine arts. This may sound
cynical but I was there and had hundreds of
conversations with frustrated anguished col-
lectors who were angry at being rejected by
the fine arts establishment. There are many
exceptions, collectors who viewed craft more
realistically, but they did not prevail.

Once on the board the collectors took com-
mand. Firstly they imposed a corporate style
makeover. Under the reign of board president,
Ted Nieremburg (founder of Dansk Design),
Craft Horizons was renamed American Craft
and the Museum of Contemporary Craft be-
came American Craft Museum. It all looked
logical and sleekly organized on paper but at
the price of creating a bland institutional char-
acter for an organization, which for all of its
faults, had a lively, funky identity.

It was soon apparent that the trustee/collec-
tors were less interested in the Council than
its museum. This was the prize, right in the
middle of New York City and opposite the
Museum of Modern Art. They decided to
build a new museum building, exchanging
the two townhouses on 53rd street that had
housed their museum and headquarters for a
condominium museum in the new Deutsche
bank building on the site of one of these
brownstones.

It opened in 1986 and was impressive if one
remained outside, admiring its two-story glass
fa9ade. The interior was dominated by a vast

entrance, more than a third of the space, three
stories deep, with a large arc of curving stairs,
nicknamed the "staircase to nowhere" because
it led to tiny, claustrophobic galleries. The staff
was housed in a dank windowless basement.
There was no coat check (essential in any New
York public space) and bizarrely, they decided
there would be no gift shop even though the
Council, burdened by construction costs, was
in a perilous financial state. (As a result in later
years they had to create an ugly ad-hoc craft
bazaar in the entrance foyer.) It was a dazzling
minuet of missteps.

But the new home had a certain superficial
glamour and now with a temple for their
collections, the collectors had no need of
the Council. They were disinterested in bed-
rock craft, the kind that was made by the
bulk of the Council's membership. Indeed,
this artisanal world was an embarrassment,
a reminder of craft's peasant roots. Their in-
vestment was in craft that looked like art,
and in their minds, given a rather primitive
understanding of cultural politics, was art. So
the museum sued for divorce.

In 1990, after a particularly vicious and ac-
rimonious separation, they parted company.
The Council moved to a lonely canyon on
the fourth floor of an old industrial building
in Soho and never recovered from this bruis-
ing and demoralizing fight. Council's spirit
had been severely wounded and ACC lapsed
into dormancy except for its two for profit
enterprises, the magazine and the fairs.

With the Council out of the way the mu-
seum had only one stumbling block to get
rid of, the name above their door. In 2002
it finally became the Museum of Arts and
Design, which gave them their curiously be-
loved acronym MAD. The palace had finally
defeated the cottage and craft officially became
the art that dare not speak its name.
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None of this turned craft into art. The more
vigorously the Museum argued that craft was
art, delivered with Palinesque bluster (I un-
derstand fine art because I can see a collection
in an apartment across the street from mine),
the more they exposed their ignorance. The art
world saw (and talked of them) as philistines
at the gate, which they kept tightly locked so
the crafts could not enter. Philippe De Monte-
bello the former director of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art gave them a name, "the home-
less ones," unable to live in the crafts, not al-
lowed to reside in the arts. Behind the scenes
the museum was becoming the laughing stock
of New York's arts.

At the end of this war against itself (there
was no attack from without) the field has
ended up in a shambles. While the leadership
was focused on its upward migration policy,
the marketplace was slipping, education was
failing, criticism had become a sham (it was
almost impossible to write honestly about the
field while it pretended to be something else)
and crafts identity was fatally compromised.
The field lost respect, credibility, direction,
purpose and what had always been one of its
sterling qualities, authenticity.

Apologists will tell you that as a result of
these efforts, no matter how misplaced, craft is
now more accepted in the fine arts. This is not
true. Grafters are no more accepted today than
decades before. What has changed is that craft
materials, processes and contexts can now be
used in art. An artist working in these materi-
als will not be automatically ejected as in the
past. But this was the result of the liberalizing
impact of postmodernism and is promiscuous
approach to means and matter, not the victory
of crafts.

The fight resulted in distorted values. Craft
became the only community outside the peni-
tentiary to give its greatest respect to escapees.

Ken Price, Ron Nagle, Betty Woodman, Jun
Kaneko, Richard DeVore are the field's most
admired players. What they all have in com-
mon is that they "got away" and joined the
fine arts. This became the ultimate goal lead-
ing craft to be viewed as purgatory, where
weavers, potters, metalsmiths, glass blowers
and jewelers waited impatiently to be allowed
into nirvana.

Eventually, wearied by this artificial, self-
loathing and thankless crusade, the craft
movement weakened and died. I would place
the time of death at or about 1995. Of course
craft itself continues but this venerable old
movement, with its desire to establish high
craft as a peer of high art was failing the
breath-on-the mirror test. All its vital organs (its
institutions) have failed or are failing and it had
been reduced to the outer margins of American
culture. Compared to art and design, craft is so
marginalized that it is practically irrelevant.

[...]
Craft's demise has benefits. One can do

things to a dead movement that one cannot
do to a living one, such as taking a knife and
saw and opening it to examine the viscera
and organs. And when one does this, prob-
ing around looking for damage, the forensic
examination produces some surprising results.
Yes, craft did die from the toxicity of art envy,
but other findings were more unexpected. It
turns out that corpus craft also suffered from
the aesthetic equivalent of advanced diabetes
and dangerously hardened arteries.

Craft has been overdosing on nostalgia, the
equivalent of sugar in art. This is craft's Achil-
les heel. It was born as a revivalist movement
and these activities (like a historic house mu-
seum) are powered by nostalgia. Some degree
of this "ye olde craftsman" romance is un-
avoidable in craft. Used with restraint it can
add charm and a rich connection to the past.
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But when it is overdone it turns into syrupy
restoration village sentimentality. This is the
reason why craft is so afflicted with cloying
whimsy and saccharine cuteness.

Being hooked on nostalgia also seems to have
stunted craft's ability to engage in a contem-
porary aesthetic, which is a more astringent
approach. We have witnessed craft aesthetics
becoming more regressive and anachronistic
in this new century. Its own audiences are now
complaining about this retreat into the depths
of a romantic yesterday craft aesthetic. It is
the natural impulse of the conservative, and
craft is fundamentally conservative, to fall back
on the past when challenged by the future.
Art fairs report that buyers are looking for a
fresher, younger vision that speaks of a new
century and to a new generation of buyers.
Craft seems to be incapable of delivering this
reasonable expectation. The hardened arteries
are caused by a different excess: academic in-
fluence. Craft, and this is the big surprise, may
be the most academically dependent activity
in the arts . . .

And lastly, the autopsy revealed clear in-
dications of incest and resultant signs of se-
vere brain damage. For decades the tradition
in craft was to have a close friend, and fellow
crafters write one's reviews. Grafters have writ-
ten most of the books, curated the bulk of the
exhibitions, organized the conferences. Little
light was shone on craft from without, much
to its detriment. Indeed, as arts movements
go, craft is so inbred that it is just one cousin
away from becoming a cyclops.

It could well be that all of this talk about
art, envy, nostalgia, academicism and incest
is moot. The American Craft Movement is
roughly 129 years old, ancient by art move-
ment standards where the average lifespan from
inception to peak and decline is a mere seven
years. Could one not in all good conscience

write "natural causes" on the death certificate
and let go?

There is a problem in taking this position.
Craft has a twin from whom it was separated
at birth and that twin, the same age, involved
in the same issues of function and decoration,
has never been healthier, more potent or more
relevant. Why then did one thrive and the
other fail?

Both came out of the Reform Movement's
incubator, The Great Exhibition in London
in 1851. This paean to industry raised con-
siderable concern about the poor standard
of machine produced design. While the craft
movement made the decision to fight indus-
try, its twin took a more prosaic view of the
situation, realized that industry was going to
triumph no matter what, and chose to fight
from within. This produced the first genera-
tion of industrial design or as the field was
known then, the applied arts. The means were
different but the end had an identical purpose,
devising gracious, intelligent objects for the
home.

In the early 20th century Applied Art took
on the name Modern Design and forged a close
working relationship with both art and archi-
tecture without compromising its own iden-
tity. From the outset it had a good relationship
with museums beginning in the 1930s when
design became an active department within
the Museum of Modern Art. Many progres-
sive museums followed suit and opened design
departments. Design's scholarship was, by and
large excellent.

Design suffered less from hardened arteries
because it was not as intimately connected to,
and dependent on, the university system. De-
sign had to live or die in the capitalist world
where the tolerance for academic posturing
was slight. Design was driven by a desire to
be new, inventive and flexible, constantly
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adjusting to the desires of its audience and to
changes in lifestyle. This is not just an intel-
lectual position. Design had to connect with
its market's needs or fail.

Nor is art envy a problem for design al-
though there are signs that it might be in the
early stages of this malaise. Design, as long as
it kept to its own identity and purpose, was a
welcome part of the art club so it had noth-
ing to prove. And the relationship has grown
cozier. Today major art galleries are increasingly
including design in their exhibition programs.
Gagosian Gallery in New York recently held
an exhibition of furniture by Britain's design
star, Marc Newson. Aside from the fact that
the four week exhibition grossed $50 million,
what was impressive was that Larry Gagosian,
when interviewed about the event and asked
"is design the new art," bluntly said that de-
sign did not need art to give it importance. If
only craft had the same confidence.

Selling mass-produced furniture, ceram-
ics, or Newson's distinctive sneakers did not
produce Gagosian's sales. He offered Newson's
limited edition furniture, tables, chairs and
bookcases carved from solid blocks of marble.
These sold from $350,00 to $750,000 each.
Recently a limited edition of his now clas-
sic metal chaise sold for $1.4 million. These
special editions are practically handmade and
intrude on a market for higher priced hand-
made craft furniture that was once the sole
purview of crafters like Wendell Castle.

Design is undermining the craft market at
every level. It can deliver handsome ceramics,
fabric and jewelry at low cost. It can produce
work that to the average eye seems to be hand-
crafted and can program machines to produce
objects that are to some extent, unique.

On the other hand, fine artists are working
more frequently with craft materials. If one
wants a sculpture in glass, wood, ceramics or

fiber, one can get from an art gallery with the
added advantage that it carries the imprimatur
of an internationally known artist.

This pincer moment from both fine art
and design, while not intended to kill craft, is
doing a good job of making it redundant by
crushing its market. Also, one cannot blame
craft's slowing market on general economic
conditions in the past ten pre-recession years.
During that period more Americans spent un-
precedented amounts on distinctive contem-
porary home furnishings, decoration and art
than ever before. While this market waxed the
interest in craft waned. This is sobering.

Now that the autopsy is complete what
about [the future] ?

First, do not try and bring this movement
back to life. It will be about as much fun, and
as pretty, as the craft version of Night of the
Living Dead. Death in this case is a blessing, a
mitzvah. The rot of death is the food for new
life. Its demise presents an opportunity to re-
think craft from the ground up.

Andrew Glasgow, the new director of the
ACC, craft-smart and clear-eyed, has a great op-
portunity on his hands, to reinvent the Coun-
cil. How can he give craft and his Council a
new life? It all depends upon what he decides
to jettison from its past and what he decides to
keep.

Here is short list of possibilities. Let go
of New York. Move the ACC to a small city
where craft can have a higher profile and not
have to scrape by like a struggling shade plant
beneath Manhattan's interlinked design, fash-
ion and fine art monoliths . . . Deal with two
issues; one is develop together with working
crafters, a viable new business model for the
craft studio. The other, encourage craft into
the 21st century aesthetically speaking. Then
post a definition of craft that is accurate and
unambiguous. State that craft is in the same
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fields as decorative arts and design. Sculp-
tors (unless they make decorative sculptural
objects) should not be welcome. They should
live or die in the sculpture community, which
they have for so long claimed to be their home
while sheltering in the craft cottage. If you
fail and if you learn from this experience and
become a devout born-again crafter, you can
always return.

Only accept members that are self-
identifying. Make the new entity an unwel-
coming place for failed sculptors to live.
Create a place for traditional, or the term
I prefer, classical craft, mainly rustic wares,
which is not contemporary aesthetically yet
deserves respect and a home.

Forge an alliance with design. This is the
winning marriage, not the unhappy, fruitless
stalking of the fine arts. Craft is too small and
its institutions are too diminished to survive
alone. It needs access to design's market clout
and its highly developed infrastructure.

The Dutch noted the compatibility between
craft and design some time ago. One of their
best crafters, the jeweler Gijs Bakker, was a
founder of the immensely influential Droog
design movement, and he keeps a foot firmly
planted in both worlds. The Dutch also came
up with a great new name for craft, "Free
Design" meaning that the crafter is released
from the demands of industrial production.
A free designer can make one-of-a-kind pieces
or work in series without the pressure to sell
millions of units or having to please the mar-
keting department. They can also design for
industry as well. This marriage will take craft
into a more sophisticated and urbane world,
removing its "little house on the prairie"
blinkers . . .

For those who feel alienated from craft and
yet prefer to work outside the fine arts, there
is a healthier option than changing craft.

Recently a loosely defined Applied Art move-
ment has begun in Europe. It's a mix of art and
design and has many recovering ex-crafters as
members. The aesthetic is mainly industrial
and includes artists Marek Cecula in Poland
and Barnaby Barford in England who deal
with the transformation of domestic objects,
taking their familiarity and placing them in a
different critical context. Some of these "mu-
tant housewives," my playful name for them,
make applied art, fine art and design.

The Applied artists are confident, non-
hierarchal and are mining a seam that is also
being explored in the fine arts by artists like
Timothy Horn with his jewelry on steroids,
Cornelia Parker's steamrolled silver tea ser-
vices and by Ai Weiwei with his demolition
derby, destroying and mutating treasures
such Sung furniture and seven thousand year
old pots.

When I rejoice that the old craft's move-
ment is dead ridding us of its mountains of
heavy baggage, I am not being disrespectful.
Craft's remains should not simply be tossed
on the scrapheap of cultural detritus from the
past century. There is much to salvage that is
underrated and of immense value.

The period from 1945 up until 1980 is
particularly golden. Think of the best work of
Peter Voulkos, Wendell Castle, Albert Paley,
Dale Chihuly and many others. (And I vouch
only for their pre-1980 work, after that art
envy brought about some ghastly art-wannabe
objects into their oeuvre.) It was a period of
extraordinary inventiveness, deep conviction
and material magic that will only become
more revered if we do our scholarly duty. And
the best of this movement is unquestionably
art, but it is craft art.

The continued legacy of these artists rests
on how successfully and intelligently the
craft community completes the scholarship



surrounding this period. The fine arts will
not do it for us. Nor will design. This is the
field's sacred trust. . .

So there is life after death but only once
craft becomes proud, confident and easy in its
own skin. This will enable craft to get its horse
in front of the cart. In 1979 the great art critic
Clement Greenberg pointed out a failing in
the crafts during his keynote address for the
Ceramic Art Foundation's first international
conference in 1979. He told the assembled del-
egates "you strike me as a group that is more
concerned with opinion than achievement." If
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craft can finally reverse that imbalance, it will
do just fine.

Craft is dead, long live craft.
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